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Absact advantageously exploited on board of GEO
communication large satellites.

In this paper applications and general design criteria
of low thrust ion propulsion technologies for small, The mass reduction benefits can be, moreover, evenresource limited satellites (lightsats) are addressed, more profitable when we consider small, resource

limited satellites (lightsats) for increasing the payloadThe application scenario for ion propulsion system in allocation capability.
the milliNewton range, on board of lightsats in the
300-800 kg weight range, is mainly referred to orbit Besides the intrinsic propellant mass savings typical ofkeeping tasks of communication and earth observation ion propulsion, allow the feasibility of long termsatellites and constellations missions (ex.: drag compensation on LEO spacecraft)

that would be impossible, in the frame of the lightsatIn the first part of the paper an assessment of these concept, using traditional chemical propulsion.applications is carried out, pointing out the benefits
deriving from low thrust ion propulsion adoption. However, when applied to lightsats, ion propulsion

can be a viable approach if the thrusting system powerSuccessively a market perspective for such a size requirements are compatible with the satellite powerthrusters is presented and discussed, allocation, considering that lightsats power resources
are generally dimensioned to support only the payloadThe technical aspects and the design goal and criteria operation.

of the low thrust ion thruster are then analyzed in the
framework of development activities that PROEL On the bases of these motivations PROELTECNOLOGIE has undertaken under Italian Space TECNOLOGIE has received a commitment from theAgency (ASI) contract. Italian Space Agency (ASI) for the development of

innovative ion propulsion technologies finalized to theBesides a review is presented on the technology realization of a new generation low thrust ion thruster,research status with ASI, with particular reference to optimized in the mN range.
the implementation of the test facilities and to the
study and preliminary development of innovative The overall development program, presently undertechnologies (PROEL patents, extended also to USA) way, includes the following main activities:
based on the Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR)
process for plasma generation. - Assessment on the application scenario and on

market perspectives.
Introduction - Identification of critical aspects of current

technology;
Ion propulsion can be certainly considered one of the - Analysis and evaluation of a new technology withmost important technology advances, in the satellite particular reference to the ionization process, thefield, that is rapidly becoming available, at reasonable discharge chamber and the extraction grid systemcosts and with good reliability, to the satellite lifetime capability.
designers. - Development of a first prototype of low thrust ion

propulsion system.
The benefits of ion propulsion[l] [2], first of all the - Characterization of the developed system.
propellant mass reduction, is now being

The proposed baseline technology for the thruster
discharge ignition is the radiofrequency excitation

SMember AIAA
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enhanced by the Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) considered as an "enabling" technology without whichcess[ 3]. a number of applications would be almost unfeasible.

The ECR technique proves itself suitable to optimize In particular the low thrust (mN range) and highthe thruster performances, namely the discharge specific impulse (> 3000s) can cope both with the DCchamber pressure (and consequently low propellant power limitation typical of lightsats and with the taskconsumption) and the propellant utilization (through a of reducing the total mass for propulsion related tasks,higher ionization rate in the discharge chamber). thus maximizing the payload to launch mass ratio.

The ECR technology provides the benefits of both the Lightsats at LEO
traditional RF (absence of an hollow cathode in the
discharge chamber, simple and rugged technology) Several lightsat systems or constellations for LEOand Kaufman (high thruster efficiency, low pressure applications have been proposed and are beingin the discharge chamber) technologies, without realized during the last three years: many of them arehaving the drawbacks associated to each of them. finalized to the implementation of distributed

communication systems; a consistent number isOther then the ECR concept, other innovative devoted to earth observation tasks. We present, in thetechnologies (PROEL patents), to increase the thruster following, a prospect with of the more interestinglifetime, will be addressed during the development systems for civil communication tasks.programme.

IRIDIUM
In this paper the first development activities of the
thruster and relevant characterization facilities are 66 satellite constellation
outlined. A focussing on the application mission * LEO, 700 Km altitudescenario on board of lightsats is, as well, effected, * Global comms to hand-held receiverswith particular reference to orbit keeping manoeuvers * Call routing via Intersatellite links
(drag compensation). Supports a variety of services

* Advanced repeaters with modems/codecsLow thrust Ion Propulsion AuDlications * Proposes/supports bypass of local PTTs

Generalities GLOBALSTAR

The potential of small satellites has recently caught * 48 satellite constellation
Europe's interest opening up a market that is expected LEO, 1400 Km altitudeto grow progressively during the second half of the * Cellular-like concept
1990s, according to studies performed by several * Voice comms to hand-held receiversEuropean Space Companies. Supports also other services

* Call routing via ground relay stationSmall satellites or lightsats are characterized by a Uses simple transparent repeaters
launch mass range in the 300 to 800 Kg, which is the * Interfaces with PTTs nodes
most appropriate for a number of "professional"
applications in the civil and defense fields. ORBCOMM

These satellites allow precise, targeted missions more * 24 satellite constellation
closely aligned to specific requirements. * LEO, 970 Km altitude orbits

* Low data rate (store/forward) and positionConstellations of lightsats, most of them flying at determination
LEO, for civil and defense communication (e.g.
mobile voice and data comms, cellular telephony, ARIES
radio broadcast, navigation and radio determination)
and earth observation (e.g. earth resources * 48 satellite constellation
monitoring, environmental research, meteorology, * LEO, 1000 Km altitude orbitssurveillance) tasks, have been diffusely proposed * Voice comms and radiolocalization
during the last three years space activities.

STARSYS
Although no specific plans have been presented about
the applications of ion propulsion to lightsats, it * 24 satellite constellation
should be quite evident that, in view of the specific * LEO, 1300 Km altitude orbits
constraints of small satellites, ion propulsion may be * Two-way positioning and messaging
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LEOSAT counteract the velocity decrement caused by the
negative acceleration integration over several orbits.* 24 satellite constellation

* LEO, 1000 Km altitude orbits Here we address the evaluation of drag effects on
S Global data collection lightsats flying in an altitude range from 280 to 570

km.
In the defense / military field the WEU and NATO /
AGARD are considering the extensive use, especially The limits correspond to sunsynchronous altitudes forafter the successful experience during the Gulf War, achieving 1-day repeat cycles. In this altitude band,of lightsat systems, for observation of potential both "near-noon" and "down-dusk" sunsynchronous
military crisis areas, for tactical surveillance, orbits were explored to assess the difference in dragenvironmental sensing, communications, control of decelerations. Besides, inclined, non-sunsynchronous
operation theatre, treaty monitoring, orbits were also explored, being of high potential

interest for SAR-carrying lightsats.
Many of these lightsats are conceived to carry on
board high resolution optical sensor or small X - band Two lightsats typologies are considered: oneSARs. The orbit altitudes being considered are in 280 spacecraft configuration (A) is intended to carry anto 560 Km range where drag is still a life dominant optical telescope for high resolution imagingfactor. missions. The spacecraft orientation is such that it

presents its greater cross section in the direction of theLifetime of the order of 3 to 5 years would be velocity vector, this representing the worst case fromdesirable for the satellites of the constellation a drag viewpoint.
(typically 6 to 12 satellites).

The second spacecraft configuration (B) carries,In parallel to the assessment of the viability of small instead, a mini-SAR, and presents a minimum cross-satellites for non-civil applications, the use of mixed section in the direction of the velocity vector.
constellations of electro-optical and SAR satellites is The drag behaviour of this spacecraft is also
being considered by many countries to provide considered for a 30* inclined non-sunsynchronous
commercially available remote sensing services to a orbit (config. B), which is of high potential.
variety of users.

The effects of drag, for these two configurations areA potentially attractive system configuration is based summarized in Tab. 1, in terms of mean deceleration
on 3 to 4 small optical satellites and 3 to 4 small SAR over one orbit period, for the worst (mid 2000) and
satellites, to offer specialized services in the fields of best (1995) years of the solar activities, versus the
topography, urban planning, disaster monitoring, satellite orbital / height.
selective agriculture and forestry monitoring, law
enforcement, environmental monitoring to name a
few. The reference satellites lifetime would be 3 to 5 s/c Orbi Soa Spacecrat aitude (Km)

years. cont. type year 280 - 420 70

Orbit altitudes for all the civil remote sensing lightsats A: sumynchr. 1995 8.505*10-6 3.24*10- 7 2.64*10-8
would range from 400 to 700 Km, and therefore the optical ear ooa moid2000 3.25*10- 5  3.14o10-6 4.53*10- 7

satellites could also be subject to drag effects.
B: nmsynchr. 1995 4.09*10-6 1.486*10-7 1.056*10-8

We review, in the following, the most promising minia dawn/dusk mid 2000 1.57*10-5 1.445*10-6 2.07-10-7
applications of Ion Propulsion in LEO smallsats.

B: 30' 1995 2.96*10-6 0.93*10-
7 

0.68*10-
8

Ion propulsion application on LEO lightsats: Drag minis inclin. mid 2000 1.12*10-5 1.03*10-6 1.63*10-7
compensation

Table 1: Mean orbit drag deceleration (in m/sec2) vs.Atmospheric drag is the most important disturbing satellite configuration, orbit type and solar yearforce, in the 200 to 800 km altitude range, capable of
seriously impairing the satellite lifetime. Drag Table 2 translates, in terms of required velocityvariations are due to several causes but, fortunately, increments (Av) vs. the mission lifetime, the meanthey can be fairly well modelized to predict their drag decelerations: configuration A and Beffects. Missions characterized either by long (dawn/dusk) are considered.
durations or low altitudes or both, do require means For the case of 3, 5 and 7 years the compounded dragfor drag compensation. The satellite propulsion effect takes also into account the fact that the missionsystem must provide the velocity increment to will probably be centered about the worst or best solar

years.
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From the data in the table some considerations can be
Spacecraft altitude (kn) immediately done.

Mission Most of applications are feasible with an ion thruster
duration 280 420 570 in the mN range.

solar year olar year solar yearsolar r yr sr yr The power requirements (600W) of a 20 mN ion
1995 2000 1995 2000 1995 2000 thruster could be hardly managed by a typical lightsat
s e power plant. For missions in the Av rangeSIC I yr 268 1025 10 99 0.83 14.3 2000-5600 sec the use of a 20 mN SPT (Stationary

coA. 3 yeas 933 2952 36 285 2.90 41.1 Plasma Thruster) could present a better trade-off
A yea 1904 4510 73 436 5.91 62.9 between propellant mass and power demand. On the

7 yea 3248 5668 124 548 10.1 79.0 other side another important parameter, the lifetime,
S/C I year 129 495 4.7 46 0.33 6.5 has to be taken into account: as the mission time
conf. 3ye*u 449 1426 16.3 131 1.16 18.8 becomes longer ion thrusters may be preferred to
B 5 years 916 2179 33.3 201 2.36 28.7 SPTs.

7 years 1562 2738 56.8 252 4.0 36.1
Furthermore an operation time up to 40000 hours is of
concern and should be properly addressed by furtherTab. 2: Required velocity increments (mis) for two technology developments. Efforts in this direction aresatellite configurations, vs. mission "design lifetime being accomplished at PROEL TECNOLOGIE.and orbit altitude

Nominal orbit Darameters changeIt is reasonable to assume that beyond velocity
increments of 200 m/s the drag compensation becomes There are several cases in which the actual orbit
rapidly unmanageable with chemical propulsion, the parameters of a satellite in LEO may have to be
determining factor becoming the propellant mass p ara  m e te rs o f a sa te ll e iin bjectives. Such changbe

given the launch mass limits. changed to meet the mission objectives. Such changes
Above 200 m/s therefore the ion propulsion can be an
enabling technology for the mission feasibility, due to a) orbit corrections, due to the effects of integrated
its intrinsic high specific impulse. 

a) o r b t c o r e  s, due to the effects of integrated
disturbance forces such as solar pressure and earth

With an T fgravity zonal coefficients.With an I Sof 3200 sec, the required Xenon mass to gravity zonal coefficients.

provide a velocity increment in the 200 to 5600 m/sec b) intentional variations of the orbit parameters to
range, for a 500 kg satellite mass, would be in the 3 b) intentional variat ion t io o breters t o

to 80 Kg range. meet specific short-duration mission objectives.to 80 Kg range.

Table 3 provides the reference thrust levels, lifetime Example 1: Sun Pressure Compensation

requirements, peak powers for velocity increments in The effect of sun pressure may be important for
the range 200-5600 m/s. T h e e f fe c t o f s u n p re ss u re m ay b e important for

the range2005600 down-dusk sunsynchronous satellites since its long
term effect can alter the orbit inclination by small

Av(m/sec) Thrust Lifetime Peak amounts.
level requirements power
(mN) (h) W The solar pressure value is p = 4.4x10- 6 Kg m- 1

sec-2, independent from altitude. Assuming a 2 m2

2000-5600 20 15000-40000 600W small satellite effective area; the sun vector nearly
500-2000 8 10000-35000 240W orthogonal to the orbit plane, and a 500 Kg mass
300-500 5 10000-15000 150W spacecraft, the solar pressure causes a crosstrack
200-300 2 15000+20000 60W monthly velocity increment of 4.56x10-2 m/sec,

compensating which would require activating a 2 mN
thruster, in the opposite crosstrack direction, forTab. 3: Tpical ion propulsion requirements for drag 11.4x10 sec/month. The propellant consumption

compensation of a Kg lightst would be negligible; the power consumption would be

Missions with velocity increments lower than 200 m/s l i mi ted to ab o u t 6 0 W d u r i n g t h ru ste r opera t io n .

are not considered for ion propulsion applications Example 2: Small Operation Altitude Changes
being, in such cases, the propellant allocations
compatible with chemical propulsion: for these Av Assume that we have a commercial remote sensing
cost-effective considerations do not justify the ion satume that we have a 7-dacommercial repeat cycle sunsynchronous orbit,
propulsion approach. satellite in a 7-days repeat cycle sunsynchronous orbit,propulsion approach. at an altitude of 480.1 km and inclination of 97.17*

and that it is needed to shift it in a 3-days repeat cycle

, /r
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orbit (466 km, 97.270 inclination), to improve the Small, capable, satellite in the 400 to 600 Kg range
revisits for imaging a certain land area. could, then, be designed with a payload carrying

capability of 250 to 300 Kg, sufficient to carry at least
This altitude change requires a Av of 10 m/s, for one- 12 medium power, redundant, transponders and a pair
way trip and a satellite weight of 500 Kg. of spot beam or zonal antennas, with typical diameters

in the 2 m range.
Assuming a 8 mN ion thruster with a continuous
power consumption of 240W, a one way trip requires Assuming full East-West and North-South station
about 174 hours (about 7 days) which may be keeping (note that the latter may be not always
acceptable for civil missions. The propellant required for certain communication missions, wherein
consumption for five round trips would be limited to the ground terminals have low directivity antennas:
less than 2 kg. e.g. land mobiles, vsats, etc.) the yearly delta-velocity

is typically of the order of 55 m/sec. For a 10 years
Some attitude control tasks mission, including also e.o.l. deorbiting (20 m/sec

typical) and external torques compensation to support
The external forces acting on the minisatellite, such as attitude control, a total velocity increment of 600
drag, solar pressure, gravity gradients, are also cause m/sec may be required.
of attitude disturbances through torques proportional
to the distance between the center of application of For example assuming a 550 Kg lightsat, using ion
such forces and the center of mass (c.o.m.), and to the propulsion, a Xenon mass of about 10 Kg would be
intensity of such forces, required to fulfil the mission. Using 5 mN ion

thrusters, requiring each 150 W, and considering
Ion propulsion, if already baselined for other tasks, typical canting angle (30*) a daily firing of each
can be employed to counteract these disturbances, thruster of about 9900 sec (2 h 45 min) is necessary.

The daily energy requirements, 825 Wh, could be
For example 2 mN thrusters, with an arm of 0.25 m supplied directly from solar array or from batteries re-
with respect to the satellite roll axis and of I m to the charged during non operation.
pitch an yaw axis, could counterbalance torques of the
order of 10-5 Nm (roll and pitch axes) and of 10 4  Low thrust ion DroDulsion current and projected
Nm (yaw axis), induced by the solar pressure and by market trends
the lift effect on a 2 m2  area down-dusk
sunsynchronous lightsat. The thrusters could be LEO lightsat market
operated with a duty cycle of less than 10%, giving a
negligible yearly propellant consumption; the peak In the following, the current and projected market
power demand would be of 120W. trends concerning the use of low thrust ion propulsion

systems for the orbital control of a variety of
Review of GEO lightsats and related ion propulsion application satellites, is addressed.
applications

As pointed out before, in the paper, the push towards
Small satellite in geostationary orbit can perform using low thrust ion thrusters has been recently
useful communication, meteorological and observation strengthened by the proliferation of proposal and
missions, realizations concerning small satellites mostly

conceived to perform LEO communication and
Clusters of two to four spacecrafts can form a deservation missions.
distributed satellite system enhanced performance
w.r.t. a single satellite of an identical total mass. The reference lightsat constellation for advanced

communication application can now be considered
The possibilities to employ lightsats at GEO are IRIDIUM. Being IRIDIUM a total innovative system
directly connected to the availability of cost-effective the implementation of dedicated ion propulsion
launchers capable of directly injecting the satellites in technologies for a 2nd generation spacecraft may be
synchronous orbit (such as Russian Proton) without envisaged.
need any propulsion system for GTO to GEO transfer.

Based on an average design lifetime of 5 years, and
The absence of a bulky apogee motor greatly expands taking into account for spacecraft failures, the
the spacecraft design freedom, including the estimated production need is for 12 to 14 spacecraft /
positioning and orientation, or canting angle, of the year to keep the IRIDIUM constellation operating.
ion thrusters. Spacecraft incorporating several small
thrusters may implement both orbit control and Beside IRIDIUM there will be, most likely, other
external torques compensation for attitude control, constellations for LEO communications (such as

-5-
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ORBCOMM, ARIES, STAR SYS, LEOSAT, | -
PROJECT 21). M*.* .M **,*i- . x ,Y pu.ai i p,.

2a > 00 00 > 2W
As not all of these programs will survive, our market MuMuM 12.14 > 0 - 6-7
prediction is that, by the year 2000, there could be - - -
perhaps two large constellations of small satellites
serving the mobile and PC networks, each u. 1 -bS 10-
constellation having 40 to 60 spacecrafts for a total
production need of 20 spacecraft / year. WEU

ih 2.4 - 5O% 1-2In the field of observation lightsats the military sector
seems the one more sensitive to consider the potential NA TOG
role for small ion thrusters. AGA.D 12 2 23 -

-es" 1012 25« > 0 2-3 .10

The WEO observation system will most likely include c w
lightsats in the range 500+800 kg, launched in case us 3-s - sos .3of crisis to support operation over one specific
theater.

Table 4: Summary of market prospectives for LEO
Assuming to launch two spacecrafts (one operating lightsats, with ion propulsion on board
plus one spare) per crisis area, a projected need of two
to four spacecraft / year results. GEO lirhtsat market

The NATO / AGARD working group is evaluating This next subject concerns the prospective market for
the implementation of limited constellations small small satellites in GEO. So far, this market has been
tactical satellites, flying in sunsynchronous or inclined estimated to be quite small, but we believe that the
orbits, for frequent revisits or a single or multiple availability of cost-effective launchers (such as the
theater of operations. Russian Proton) for injecting several small satellites in

GEO altogether, might change this prospective.
Our assessment is that, for the year 2000, there could
be room for at least two international Tacsat systems Assuming the availability of competitive launchers,
(typically 8 spacecraft constellations), owned and capable of directly injecting lightsats of 400 + 600
operated by international or multinational Kg directly in geosynchronous orbit (in our opinion
Organizations and for 6 to 10 small observation there is at least a 50% probability that someone will
Tacsat fleets (typically 2 spacecraft per country) for get to it), than it could be estimated a market of 10
national defence purposes, owned and operated by satellite/year (say: two dedicated Proton launches/year
individual countries. in average).

Assuming an orbital lifetime of three years (suitable to Besides, the system could capture, say, at least 10%
follow the latest technology advances) and considering of the conventional large satellite market which could
replenishments and in-orbit failures, a production rate be 'transformed' in other 5 small satellites. In total,
of 10 to 12 spacecrafts/year would be required to keep then, there could be, by the year 2000 - 2005, a
the various systems going. yearly production of 10 to 15 small GEO satellites, all
In the field of civil remote sensing, by the year 2000, equipped low thrust with ion propulsion.
it can be reasonably assumed that there could be one-
two constellations (typically 6 + 10 LEO lightsats) of Summary of market prospectives for low thrust ion
electro-optical and SAR satellites. propulsion

Cost effectiveness would certainly imply orbital There are good prospectives for the applications of
lifetimes of at least-5 years, which will mean a yearly small ion thrusters in the 2 to 8 mN range.
production of 3 to 5 satellites to keep the systems
running. The bulk of the market potential comes from small

LEO satellites, mainly dedicated to communication
A summary of LEO market prospectives for small and observation tasks for defense and civil uses, but
satellites is given in Tab. 4. The estimate of lightsats also from the realization of 2nd generation lightsats
equipped with ion propulsin is as well presented: for mobile and personal communications. It is also not

excluded that a market niche for small satellites in .
GEO could develop, making extensive use of small
ion thrusters for orbit control. Nevertheless this
prospective largely depends from evolutions in the
Launch vector market.

71 , '
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Most of them served as scaled down models toIt is not expected that the MEO, HEO and scientific validate theoretical modelization and tune processes
satellites would significantly contribute to the small and technologies finalized to the design of ion
ion thrusters market development, though it is not thrusters dedicated to large telecommunication
excluded that they can find specific applications on a spacecraft (1.5+2.5 tons) station keeping tasks.
case basis.

As far as we know the optimization of low thrustThe world market situation for low thrust ion thrusters has not been specifically addressed, due to
propulsion packages can be summarized in Tab. 5. the not yet clear application prospectives of this class

thrusters.

Epd yarly y-lliy E-ped ory km
SATELTETYPE .wiia pui. ,hnoi uhnme Therefore, in the frame of near and medium future

massive utilization of lightsats the availability of a
. amo W >2o .. md M > ao new generation low thrust ion propulsion technology

LEo iau ./ will, according to our feeling, play a crucial role in
cmo.==ie.. - 16+ 19 - 32 3, the new mission feasibility.

oL..i 2 II * +0 The development drive, for this class thruster, is to
obUi 2-3 11 + 5 4+6 2 0 reduce the total subsystem mass for propulsion related

GEOliima. / tasks, thus maximizing the payload-to-launch mass
() 1. 0 ,* 5 () 40+ ratio. For achieving this the identified design

TOTAL 2-3 37 +9 4+6 + ,12 guideline consists in minimizing the propellant
requirements for the mission, coping with the DC
power limitations typical of the lightsat concept.

Tab. 5: Summary of market prospectives for low thrust
ion thruster Two main electrical propulsion applications can be

considered on lightsatsY4 :
The figures relevant to the yearly ion thruster
production rate have been obtained with the following a) Orbit keeping, which includes drag compensation,
assumption: fine trimming of orbit parameters and, for lightsats

in synchronous orbit, station-keeping. These- 2 thrusters are employed to perform drag propulsion tasks are normally concurrent with
compensation of LEO lightsats (operating in payload operation. In this case a reasonable figure
parallel or one for operation and the other for for electric propulsion mass (included propellant)
back-up); and power allocations is, respectively, 30 kg and

- 4 thrusters are employed to perform station 300 W.
keeping of GEO lightsats.

b) Orbit manoeuvering, which includes orbit raising,
The preliminary analysis above presented, though circular to elliptical orbit transfer, and orbits
rough and subject to the many uncertainties on the circularization.
assumptions made, gives an idea of the market and These propulsion tasks are performed outside
application potential of small ion thrusters and more payload operation. Therefore the full lightsat DC
than justifies the technology investments to arrive at power, normally used to supply the payload in
an early consolidation of an industrially viable normal mode, can be made available for electrical
product. propulsion. Typically, one may allocate 60 kg and

up to 1200 W of DC power to E.P. functions.
Desimn goals and general development criteria

Applications a) are identified to be the driving ones
In previous paragraphs of this paper the application for electric propulsion utilization on lightsats. In this
scenario and market prospectives of low thrust ion case the allocations identified at point a) has to be
thrusters, in the milliNewton range, has been identified input to the thruster design approach.
addressed and analyzed. On the basis of the identified It has, furthermore, to be noted that applications b)
motivations the technological goal we pursue is are feasible only in the cases where long transfers
focussed on the development of an innovative ion times, typical of electric propulsion, are compatible
thruster, optimized in the 2+8 mN thrust range. with the mission requirements.

In the past years several ion thrusters in the mN range Considering the applications a), the electrical power
have been studied and developed by European, available to the thruster, supposing an overall
American and Japanese manufacturers and research efficiency of the power conditioning unit of 80%, is
organizations. 300Wx0.8 = 240W.

.
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Therefore for an 8mN thruster the specific power Cr The normalized perveance per hole, NPh[ 5] results:is about 30W/mN which is in line with the specific
powers of typical RF ion thrusters, such as the RIT i 2
10. NPh- () = 3.2 10-9 AV -3/2

The preliminary design goals of the low thrust ion s
thruster on which our development activities will be which can be considered a reasonable value.focussed are hereunder listed:

- Thrust level 28mN Besides, the specific impulse Is can be expressed as:- Thrust level 2+8mN

- Specific power -30W/mN 1 2eV
- Thruster efficiency >0.6 Is = -- 7B

- Propellant utilization >0.85 gs

- Specific impulse >3500s

From this, a beam voltage VB = 1300 results.As an example, we present, here under, the theoretical
approach to the thruster design in the case of a This means that the thruster has to be supplied with areference thrust level of 5mN. positive h.v. of 1300V and a negative h.v. of (2100-

1300) = 800V.
The following input parameters are assumed:

Some characteristics of the plasma in the discharge
CT = 30 W/mN Specific power chamber can be now derived assuming that the current
nt = 0.6 Thruster efficiency density jg extracted from a grid hole be equal to the
7 = 0.967 Thrust loss factor plasma saturation limited ion beam density, given bythe Bohm equation:
q, = 0.85 Propellant utilization
A = 28.3 cm2  Beam Area (6 cm beam diam.) " KTe
ds = 3 mm Screen grid hole diameter JB = 0.6065 ne -
da = 2 mm Accelerator grid hole diameter mi
Ie = 2.9 mm Effective accelerator length with K = 1.381 10-23, Boltzman constant.
6 = 0.5 mm Screen grid hole separation
VT = 2100V Total accelerating voltage Considering an electron temperature of 4 eV, it is
e= 1.6 10-19 C o cae necessary to reach a plasma density

= 1.6 10-19 C Ion charge n = 2.8 1011 cm-3, to sustain the required currentmi = 2.17 10-25 kg Ion/neutral mass density.

1 gI, Parameters like the neutral concentration in theFrom the relation t = -- - discharge chamber no and the operating pressure p,
2 Cr can now be derived.

(being g the gravity acceleration at see level)
a specific impulse Is = 3670 is obtained. The neutral flow rate o, downstream the gridThen, using T = mgIs a mass flow rate m = 0.139 system, can be expressed by the following relation:mg/s results.

m,= 1 no m i vo A where:Remembering that nu and the beam current Ig are 4
In m i  r 8KTo

each other related by: u -- - , the current v = 290 m/s is the neutral thermal

IB = 87mA is obtained. rm i  velocity at temperature To,
assumed 500"K

Introducing the screen grid transparency factor i.,
ds 2 o = 0.296 is the grid system transparency to

where . = ( 0.6663 , the neutrals, calculated in the same way of Oi
S ds+6 / 23 - substituting ds with da and 6 with 6 +ds -d.

following parameters are derived: . .following parameters are derived: Being mz = (1-7u) m = 0.021 mg/sec, it results that

JB = 4.62mA/cm 2 , beamlet current density; no = 1.6 1012 cm-3.

iB = 0.326mA, current per hole.

-8-,f /
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Condusions

t-u.p..vionwir.e sion nir.e - The benefits of applying low thrust ion propulsion to
o, n lightsats have been presented.

rf Id -bn, hdt. I In particular orbit keeping manoeuvres have been
--' f considered with refer to LEO application satellites

c"W W d ,d O7 (drag compensation) and to GEO application satellites
n. .- > d-.v*dc .rn (station keeping).

,,., n Besides the market prospectives for ion propulsion
bsystems on board lightsats have been outlined. Good

market opportunities can be envisaged beyond the
Syear 2000.

Fig. 5: Schematic view of the thrust measurement
devices used at PROEL labs A preliminary design approach to a new conceptionthruster in the milliNewton range has been, as well,

The device A can be used for calibrating the new addressed in the frame of the development activitiesThe device A can be used for calibrating the new that PROEL has undertaken under ASI contract.
device B, at a reference thrust level. Afterwards, ith PROEL has undertaken under ASI contract.
varying the operating parameters of the thruster, we directed in thesetting-up of suitable test facilities to
can obtain thrust measurements exclusively with validarec ted the proposed technology. t tese facilities h to

device B. The calibration operation is retained datbee n conceived according to a modular philities have
necessary due to uncertainty on actual momentum n conceived according to a modular philosophy
transfer from t o uncertainty on actual momentum that in principle extends the potentiality of test to
transfer fromhe same target, used in the targetshown configution for plasma sources of various dimensions and types (test
thrust e sameasurement, used in e shown configuration for the of medium thrust thrusters, test of plasma contactors,thrust measurement, can be utilized also for the test of ion beam neutralizers, etc.).
overall beam current measurement.

Test facility potential The near future activities of the development
programme will be in particular addressed to the study

It is worth to highlight that the potentialities of the a d experimentation of the ionization discharge
test facilities set-up at PROEL labs go beyond the process, accord ing to the ECR concept.

requirements for the characterization of thrusters in Referen
the mN range.

IThe vacuum plants for example, have been J.R. Beattie "Electric Propulsion" AerospaceThe vacuum plants for example, have been America, December 1990.dimensioned also with the purpose of endowing D.G. Fearn lon Propulsion - cience Fiction
PROEL with the capabilities to perform Beo. ing Sion Populsion - Science Fiction 3,
characterization and lifetime testing of different type coe F Sp Flight, ol. 34

plasma sources, for various applications. O 1992.plasma sourcs, for various pplications. 31 G. Perrotta, M. Bianconi, A. Bicci, M. Capacci,
G. Cirri, G. Matticari 'Orbital Control andSome of these sources and relevant tests could be: Manoeuvring of Lightsats / 'y r ncronous
Manoeuvering of Lightsats / Synchronous

Primary Propulsion on ers: Satellites: Assessment of New Ion Propulsion

* test of neutralizer/s; Technologies, based on the Electron Cyclotron
* test of neutralizer/s; Resonance Phenomena to improve the* functional test of the whole propulsion system. Perforance o h e the miieto

Performances of Thrusters in the milliNewton
- Station Keeping Ion Thruster Lifetime Test (e.g. Range' AIDAA/AIAA/DGLR/JSASS 22nd

test of RIT 10 / UK 10 class thrusters). International Electric Propulsion Conference,
October 1991, 91-121.- Stationary Plasma Thrusters: October 1991, 91-121.Stationary Plasma hruers: [4]G. Perrotta, G. Cirri, G. Matticari "Electric

* functional and technology validation of SPT
100 n lan t upgraded versions. Propulsion for Lightsat: A Review of Application

Sand Advantages" AGARD Conference Proceedings
- Plasma Contactors: 522 - Tacsats for Surveillance, Verification and

* characterization of devices for tethered system C31, February 1993.
applications; [51 H.R. Kaufman "Performance of Large Inert - Gas

* characterization of devices for spacecraft Thruster' AIAA/JSASS/DGLR 15th International
charging alleviation; Electric Propulsion Conference, April 1981, AIAA-

* test of plasma contactors in a simulated 81-0720.
ionospheric environment.
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The pressure in the discharge chamber, in presence of setting-up of test facilities suitable to characterize thethe ionization discharge, can be easily calculated with: low thrust ion thruster laboratory model.

p = nolCTo+nKT, = 0.011+0.178 - 0.189 Pa = 1.4 103 Torr These facilities are hereunder listed:

Tab. 6 summarizes the data relevant to this - vacuum chambers with relative pumping systems,
preliminary thruster parameter evaluation, for thrust valves, flanges, fittings and feedthroughs;
levels of 2, 5 and 8mN. The data contained in the
table represent just a starting guideline for the - mass spectrometer for monitoring of residual gasesdevelopment of a first laboratory model, due to evaporation and outgassing of heatedConsequently these parameters could be subjected to materials;
adjustment or variation, considering the results that
will be obtained during the recently started - gas feedline with flow controllers, valves, oxygenexperimental activity, absorber;

PARAMuETER VALUES
TRA MT 2 5 8 - power supplies and measurement equipment;
Pow- W) 60 150 240

Thimer eliaen)cy 0.6 0.6 0.6The_ _ f_ or 0.967 0.967 0.967 - beam diagnostic tools,
Propell uilizaon 0.8 0.85 0.85

Thaer dimor (m 6 61 6 - thrust measurement equipment;
Screen hole (mm) 3 3 3
Ace. lhole (mi2 2Gap (mm) 1.5 1.5 i .S - thermal monitoring tools.

Screen nrid Mhic. (min 0.5 0.5 0.5
Scr.n grid hiol.(mm 0r I 1 The most significant facilities are hereunder brieflyScreen ap 0.5 0.5 0.5
Max. foIal voage ~ 1500 2100 2700 described.

Man lrt mg/) ~ 0.056 0.139 0.222
_Speic impuls* S 3670 3670 3670 Vacuum plants
Beam curn |mA) 34.8 87.0 139.3

Transprency to ions 0.666 0.666 0.666
Bmle cu. denmA/cm2 1.85 4.62 7.39 PROEL vacuum plants have been conceived according
mn hm 0.131 0.327 0.523 to a modularity approach. Two basic modules haveIona e (m} 2.92 2.92 2.92
ieam voa M 1301 1301 1301 been foreseen: a number of them are now available at

AV-.5 2.12E-09 3.21E-09 3.52E-09 PROEL labs, with the specifications summarized in
me ion cngy ct (/A) 422 422 422 Tab. 7
Dcharge Power (W) 15 37 59

Module Diameter Length Pumping # ofTable 6: Low thrust ion thruster design approach type (im) er speed mdules
summary 

(t/s) available

In Fig. 1 a preliminary simulation of ion trajectories Turbo Cryo
through a 3 grid based ion optics is presented.
These trajectories are related to a reference thrust A 1 0.9 1500 4
level of 5mN. B 1.7 1 1250 50000 2

Tab. 7: Available modules for configuring application
Staylored vacuum chamber

The modular philosophy allows the realization of
various configurations according to the peculiar

. requirements of the considered application.

As an example we show in Fig. 2 the maximum
capability of the vacuum plant. It is however evident
that any reduced configuration, obtained combining
the various modules, can be realized.

Fig. 1: Beamlet ion trajectories (computer simulation)

Test and characterization facilities

The development program that PROEL is currently
carrying on under ASI contract foresees also the

/ n
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- - Plasma / Beam diagnostic tools

The tools for investigating and measuring the
S. " discharge plasma and ion beam physical parameters

e _ are basically the following:

- VACUUM CHAMBER Langmuir probes and retarding potential analyzer,
(STAINLESS TEEL): TOTAL VOLUME -8500 It for the qualitative measurement of the plasma

- TUROMOLECULAR PUMPS: TOTAL PUMPING SPEED 8500 It/sec density, plasma potential and electron temperature.
- CRYOPANELSEmission and absorption spectroscopy for the

(ON TYPE B MODULES): TOTAL PUMPING SPEED -100000 It/sec - Emission and absorption spectroscopy for the
______________________ measurement of the electron temperature, the

ion/neutral density ratio and the detection of
Fig. 2: PROEL vacuum plants: maximum contaminants in the plasma discharge.
configuration obtained assembling all the available - Microwave interferometry for the measurement of
modules the plasma density.

- Multi-element target for the measurement of
In photographs of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 two current distribution in the beam and of beam
configurations are shown, respectively assembling two divergency.
type B modules and three type A modules. - Single target for total beam current interception.

All these tools are presently under development /
installation in the test facility.

Thrust measurement device

Two devices are foreseen to perform thrust
measurement in the mN range. Both of these devices
exploit the principle of two arms, rotating without
friction, around a fulcrum.

The first device, of traditional type, has been
considered by many experimenters for thrust
measurements. It realizes the thruster suspension on
the balance. The rotation of the rigid structure
comprising the two arms around the fulcrum (as a
response to the thrust) produces the input load for an
automatic zeroing load cell.

Fig. 3: PROEL vacuum plants: the 1.7m (type B)
stainless steel vacuum modules The second device (PROEL patent n. FI93A 89

pending) is of new conception and is based on a two
arms balance including a collecting target onto which

. the thruster exhaust is directed.
The thruster can be, in this case, completely
disengaged from the balance structure and
accommodated on a separate support.
This second method, other than eliminating the

/- problems connected to the direct measurement of the
r thrust, allows a practical zeroing of all the internal

frictions that are present, for example, in the balance
fulcrum.
The suppression of these frictions is obtained
achieving the coincidence between the structure
fulcrum and the center of gravity of the balance itself.

For practical purposes, during the beginning of the
experimental activity on the low thrust thrusters, both
the devices will be employed to be enough confident
of the thrust measurement validity. The adopted

Fig. 4: PROEL vacuum plants: the h Im (type A) configuration is sketched in Fig. 5.
stainless steel vacuum modules




